188        A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF EDUCATION
special training arose in the Ritterakademien in Germany, while Milton's
humanistic realism was embodied in the "academies" of England,
and afterward of America.
In the seventeenth century scientific investigation and sense realism
developed rapidly. Theorists were led to introduce science into the
curriculum and to advocate a study of "real things." Bacon under-
took to formulate "induction," and while he did not understand the
importance of an hypothesis, he did much to rid the times of a priori
reasoning. On the basis of sense realism, Ratich anticipated many
principles of modern pedagogy, but he was unsuccessful in applying
his ideas. Comenius (1) produced texts for teaching Latin objectively,
 (2)	crystallized his educational principles in the Great Didactic, and
 (3)	attempted an encyclopedic organization of knowledge.    He wished
to make this knowledge part of the course at every stage of education,
and, while he was not consistently inductive, he made a great advance
in the use of this method.    Through sense realism,  rudimentary
science was introduced into the elementary schools;   the Ritteraka-
demien and the pietist schools stressed the subject;   and professor-
ships of science were founded in the universities.
Locke is often classed with the advocates of realism or of naturalism,
but the keynote to his thought is "discipline." This is to be obtained
in intellectual training through mathematics; in moral training,
through the control of desires by reason; and in physical training,
through a "hardening process." Locke has, therefore, often been
viewed as the great advocate of the theory of formal discipline, accord-
ing to which certain subjects yield a general power that may be applied
in any direction, and should be studied by all. This doctrine has
greatly influenced education, but in the late nineteenth century there
was a decided reaction from it. Recently this extreme reaction
has been modified, and a position taken with which Locke's real
attitude would seem to be in harmony.
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